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1. Introduction. 1.1. Definition.*) Let 2- 2(w) be con-
inuous, differentiable and monotone increasing in (0, co), and leg

i end o infinity as w---oo. For a given series a, pug
C(w) {2(w)- 2(n)}a (r 0).

Then the series a is called o be summable R, 2, r[ (r0), if
for a positive number A,

Fo > O, we have
d C,(w)= 2’(w)
dw {2(w)} {2(w)}+

{2(w) 2(n)}-2(n)a"

Hence a is summable R, 2, 1 (>0), if and only if

1.2. We suppose that f(t) is integrable in the Lebesgue sense
in the interval (-, ), and is eriodie with eriod 2, so that

f(t) o+ (a cos t+b sin t) o+ A(t).

hen the allied series is

(b cos t-a sin t)- B(t).
We write
(1) +(t)- 1/2{f(x + t)-f(x- t)},

i I (u) du.( 2 ) r(t)-
log (2zr/t) u

( 2zr is integrableIn my thesis 2, I have proved that, if t-gr(t) log-/
in (0, zr), then the allied series of the Fourier series of f(t) is
summable ]R, log w, 2 [. The object of the present paper is to prove
the following

Theorem. If the integral "t- d(t) exists, then the allied
jo

*) Mohanty [I].
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series of the Fourier series of f(t), at t=x, is summable ]R, log w,
1+[, where 01.

2. Proof of the theorem. 2.1. We write

( ) g(w, t)- log" log’ sin
w

( h(, t)- - log log sin

Nor the roof of the theorem we require the following lemmas:
Lemma 1. (, t)=O( log ).
Proof. By (), we write

]g(w, t)]< log n log + =P+Q.
n<w n<wll(l+8) wll(l+8)<n<w

By the second mean value theorem, we have

< log w(log w)w(+) + O((log w)+)=O(w(+)(log w)+),
log log d+ O((log

1/(1+)

hus it follows that g(, t)=O( log
Lemma 2. (,t)=O(t-(logw)+).
Proof. By Abel’s lemma, we hae

(g(w, t)- log n log sin nt
nw

2 O(w-t- log w)

+
Lemma . g(w,t)=O(t-:(logw)).
Proof. By twice use of Abel’s lemma, we get

(,t)- log log sin t._J’ log n log

where)D(t) is the v-th conjugate Dirichlet kernel, and hence

={.<+++ O(t-w- log w)

(P+Q+R)+ O($-w- log w).
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We have

(6) P=

(7) Q- ]

(8) R=

Hence the desired result follows from (5), (6), (7), and (8).
Lemma 4. h(w,t)-O((logw)+).
Proof. From (4) we get

h(w, t) l< .<n- log n log- < x- log x log--

Since

we have

Lemma 5. h(w,t)-O(t-(logw)).
Proof. By Abel’s lemma, we have

(h(w, t)= _, log n log sin

] z/ .lgn log sin<.- n 7 2
log [w {’log w vt)w \ 2

,sin v_t _A_A
=i 2 t

Thus
Ah(w, t, -t7 <.]-,l el( n-* lgn(lg-)a) /O(t-=w-=-a log

We have

a n-* log n log = + O((log w)a) + O(w-=- log w).

Henc the dsired result follos... e shall no prove the theorem. By intertn
prt tice, e

(t) sin t gt( 9 ) B,(x)

o() lo(t sin
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log 27C sin nt-n-
t

cos nt +n-]
2 d@(t) t log 27c sin nt+2n- sin-- -u.+v..

The series ] u is summable R, log w, 1 +/1 if

Substituting for from (9), we have, by (8)

(10) I 2(1+)[ d(t)t log: dw
w(log w):+*

g(w, t)[.

Since :t-ld(t) lis finite, it is suNcient to show that

Let
21-

+ + =J+J.+J.
By Lemma 1, we have

(oJ-O(- ) dw (log)-)2(log w)+ ) O(t-
By Lemma 2, we have

(o) w log w
By Lemma 3, we have

It remains to rove that the series v is summable R, log w,

1+1. he series v is summable R, log w, 1+8[ if- w(logw)+* lgnlg v <.

Subtituting for v from (9), we have, by (4),

I< 2(1+) d(t) dw
u w(log w)+

h(w, t)i.

Since :t-d@(t) lis finite, it is enough to show that
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Let

+ =J.+J.
eg.rc/t

By Lemma 4, we have

J=o =o(t-).
w

By Lemma 5, we have
dw )_O(t_).

I-Ienee we get .J=O(t-). Thus the proof of the theorem is completed.
he author has great leasure in taking this oortunity of

expressing his warmest thanks to Prof. S. Iumi for his valuable
suggestions and guidance.
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